GLOBAL EDUCATION TOOLKIT

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
What is sustainable development and Sustainable Development Goals?

SDG 11
What makes a city sustainable?

URBANIZATION AND SLUM UPGRADEING
Why people move to cities? What are slums?

MIGRATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE
How does the climate change impact housing and migration?

GENDER EQUALITY
What role do gender equality and inequalities play in urbanization and land rights?

LAND RIGHTS
Why are land rights crucial? Are they a human right?

LESSON PLANS
EXERCISES
ACTION PROJECTS
RESEARCH PROJECTS
Global Education Toolkit

Education toolkit is a free online educational resource that provides knowledge and practical educational tools on housing, land rights and sustainable urban development.

The toolkit is divided into 6 chapters:
- Sustainable development and SDGs
- Sustainable urban development and SDG11
- Urbanization and slum upgrading
- Gender equality and housing
- Migration and climate change
- Land rights

Each chapter contains:
- theoretical background of the topic
- 3 lesson plans
- 3 shorter exercises
- research project
- action project

The toolkit is very adaptable to the needs of the educator concerning topic of interest, time constraints or group size. The aim is to educate and raise awareness about these issues among EU youth (15-18 years old).

Habitat for Humanity

Habitat for Humanity is a global nonprofit organization that partners with people in communities all over the world to help them build or improve a place they can call home.

Global Village

The volunteer program in which volunteers travel abroad is called Global Village. A Habitat for Humanity Global Village trip is a short-term service trip during which you can volunteer abroad. Through Habitat’s Global Village trips, volunteers are able to serve abroad in nearly 30 countries.

Build Solid Ground

The Global Education Toolkit was created as part of the Build Solid Ground Project, which is funded by a European Union grant under the Development Education and Awareness Raising program. 14 project partners from seven EU countries have formed a consortium to inform, educate and engage EU citizens in global issues.

Contact us to get involved!

Volunteer Programs
Habitat for Humanity International
Europe, Middle East and Africa
Zochova 6-8, 811 03, Bratislava, Slovákia
gv.emea@habitat.org
habitat.org/emea